Quantitative characteristics of construction and reconstruction of railway sections in Uzbekistan
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Abstract. In this article the results of construction and reconstruction of railway sections to ensure the spatial connectivity of the regions of the country and integration into the global transport space are considered.

The use of a systematic approach for selecting the most rational methods of quantitative and qualitative analysis of construction and reconstruction of railway sections is proposed.

The basic characteristics and stages of construction and reconstruction of railways in Uzbekistan are given. The indicators of new railway sections construction, construction and reconstruction of railway sections for speed and high-speed trains movement during the period of Uzbekistan's independence have been analysed. When analysing the indicators the quantitative estimation by length, total cost and cost per kilometre of large investment projects, realized during Uzbekistan's independence years have been used.

1 Introduction

In the course of capital construction, fixed assets for production and non-production purposes are created. A special place in this process is occupied by the construction of railways, as it ensures the development of the regions of the country, intensifies the production of various sectors of the national economy [1, 2].

As a result of government policy in the field of transport, Uzbekistan has carried out extensive work to organize an effective transport system that meets the needs of the economy and the population for transport services by all types of transport [3].

At the present time all conditions for fruitful integration into the world transport space in the field of passenger and freight transportation by rail, in connection with the structural reforms to provide all regions of the country with a network of railroads have been created [4].

As recognized by the international community, Uzbekistan has a high transit and transport-communication potential, capable of connecting the East with the West, the South with the North. Effectively using this potential and opportunities, “Uzbekistan Temir Yullari” joint-stock company carries out considerable work to develop, improve and reconstruct railway transport communications and ensure the safety of freight and passenger traffic.

New railroads built in difficult mountain and desert conditions, passing through mountain ranges and sandy terrain, provided with modern infrastructure facilities, are
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2 Objects and methods of research

2.1 Methods of quantitative assessment of the characteristics of construction and reconstruction of railroads

For the quantitative assessment of the characteristics of construction and reconstruction of railway sections of Uzbekistan, statistical theory is used, which widely covers the range of methodological tools that allow quantitative measurement of the studied relations. Quantitative analysis of statistical data is conducted on a rational scale, which shows how many times one or another indicator is more or less than another, but it contains only positive values.

The analysis of statistical data allows us to distinguish analytical and descriptive stages. The analytical stage uses the method of determining the absolute and relative statistical value. At that, the absolute value gives quantitative characteristics of the length of construction by stages of development of railroads of Uzbekistan. Relative values express the cost of constructing one kilometer of railroads.

In the descriptive stage, to present the dynamics of changes in the length of the section (km), the cost of the construction section, as well as the cost per 1 km of road (in million U.S. dollars), the processed data are presented in the form of bar charts. Quantitative assessment of the construction of new, and reconstruction of existing railway sections of Uzbekistan for high-speed train traffic by the average value of the cost per 1 km of road. The results of the analysis and evaluation of new construction and reconstruction are shown in the form of line diagrams. Line diagrams clearly reflect the characteristics of dynamics and estimates of changes in the cost of construction of one kilometer of railroads in different conditions.

3 Results and their discussion

3.1 Railroad construction infrastructure in the areas of new construction

Uzbekistan’s railroads are an integral and important part of the international transit transport corridors in the East-West and North-South directions. Using effectively the transit potential, JSC “Uzbekistank Temir Yullari” actively carries out work on designing, construction, reconstruction and reorganization of railroads, providing safety of passenger and freight traffic.

Construction of the new Bukhara-Misken, Angren-Pap, Tashguzar-Baisun-Kumkurgan and Navoi-Uchkuduk-Sultanuivstag-Nukus railway lines in complicated natural and climatic conditions is of great strategic importance for the economic development of the country.
The role of railway construction infrastructure is extremely high in the areas of new development. The development of new areas is a serious step in the development of the country, which should be decided upon after careful analysis of the possibility to work and provide people in these areas.

The promotion of railway construction in undeveloped regions in a market economy should be carried out through the implementation of investment programs. The fundamental point in the development of such programs is the substantiation of options for the development and location of infrastructure along the line under construction based on a comprehensive approach, taking into account the possibility of its use after construction completion.

Characteristic features of the integrated approach are:

- development and placement of infrastructure;
- approach to the infrastructure as a single complex with a single management body;
- use of the principle of priority allocation of funds for infrastructure development in the allocation of multipurpose resources;
- joint consideration of options for the development of construction production and the possibility of alternatives for the phased formation of infrastructure;
- consideration of the specific nature of the formation of the needs in infrastructure services;
- consideration of the environmental factor.

3.2 The main characteristics of the transport sector of the country at the present stage

At the present stage, the country's railway industry needs to complete the planned projects and reach a higher level of operation in order to implement priority projects for rehabilitation of railway sections and construction of new ones should take into account several main criteria [8, 9]:

- strategic purpose of railway lines (formation of a unified transport network of the country);
- geopolitical purpose of railway lines (formation and development of international transport corridors);
- cargo purpose of railway lines.

Currently, the total length of the country's railways is 9,925.0 km, of which 7,400.0 km are for general use, 4,730.0 km are operational length, 1,860.0 km are electrified sections, including 980.0 km of high-speed sections.

Stages of railway construction and reconstruction in Uzbekistan.

Over the past period, the greatest historical achievement has undoubtedly been the construction of an integrated system of railway transport communications, which reliably and effectively connects the regions of our country and provides access to international transport corridors.

Today Uzbekistan's railways, which are an integral and important part of international transport systems, have reached a new level in international transport.

Stages in the construction and development of Uzbekistan's railways:
- first stage (1888-1920), tsarist Russian period – 1.049 km (21.8%);
- second stage (1920-1950), pre and post-war period – 1.225 km (25.9%);
- third stage (1950-1991) period of developed socialism – 1.261 km (26.66%);
- the fourth stage (1991-2023), the period of independence of the country – 1.213 km (25.64%).

3.2 The main characteristics of the transport sector of the country at the present stage
The length of construction and development of Uzbekistan's railways by period is given in the form of bar charts in Fig. 1.

3.3 Quantifying the construction of new railway sections in Uzbekistan

- Construction of Uchkuduk-Sultanuizdag railway section, 342 km long, with reconstruction of Navoi-Uchkuduk and Sultanuizdag-Nukus sections, 399 km long;
- Construction of Tashguzar-Kumkurgan railway section, 223 km long;
- Construction of the 35 km double track Yangier-Dashtabad railway section;
- Construction of Yangier-Farkhad railway section, 23 km long;
- Construction of Angren-Pap railway section, 123 km long;
- Construction of Bukhara-Misken railway section, 356 km long;
- Construction of the railway section in the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan Khairaton-Mazar-e-Sharif, 75 km in length.

The result of quantifying the construction of new railway sections during Uzbekistan's independence period is shown in Fig. 2.
3.4 Quantification of the reconstruction of Uzbekistan railway sections for high-speed train traffic

Overall, the reconstruction of existing railways for high-speed traffic is being carried out. Uzbekistan's modern railroads are characterized by trends of innovative development of high-speed and high-speed passenger traffic. New high-speed and high-speed electrified lines are being built and existing electrified railroads are being modernized. High-speed traffic of passenger trains is organized as a result of reconstruction on the following railway sections:

- Reconstruction of the Marokand - Karshi railway section, 140 km long;
- Reconstruction of the Samarkand - Bukhara railway section, 291 km long;
- Reconstruction of the Tashguzar - Kitab railway section, 92 km long;
- Reconstruction of the Karshi - Termez railway section, 325 km long;
- Reconstruction of the Pap - Kokand - Andijan railway section, 186 km long.

The result of quantitative assessment of reconstruction of railway sections for high-speed train traffic during the period of Uzbekistan's independence is shown in Fig. 2.

Analysis of indicators of reconstruction of railway sections for high-speed train traffic during the period of independence shows that the cost of reconstruction of one kilometre ranges from 0.54 million USD (Pap - Kokand - Andijan) to 2.23 million USD (Samarkand - Bukhara).

Fig. 2. Indicators of construction of new railway sections
High-speed rail traffic in Uzbekistan was envisaged to be introduced in accordance with Decree No. 615 of 17 November 2009 of the Cabinet of Ministers of the Republic of Uzbekistan [16].

Analysis of the experience of leading countries, which have implemented projects to build high-speed railroads, indicates two approaches to solving this problem. Japan, France, Italy, Germany and other countries have taken the first way on the basis of their own achievements and scientific developments. The second way was followed by the USA, Spain, Korea and China, which used the experience and technical solutions of foreign scientists and specialists.

JSC “Uzbekistan Temir Yullari” after repeated consultations with foreign experts in the scientific and technical field has chosen the second way of introduction of high-speed movement of passenger trains to 250 km/h on the basis of model of the Russian railroads.

First of all, institutes of “Boshtransloiha” and “Toshtemiriulloi” have proposed the adaptation in Uzbekistan of Russian regulatory documents on the organization of high-speed and high-speed traffic.

The main directions of the organization of high-speed and high-speed traffic according to international practice:

- organization of mixed traffic of passenger and freight trains up to 200 km/h after reconstruction of existing railroads;
- organization of high-speed traffic of passenger trains at a speed of up to 250 km/h, by constructing new railroads.

In the conditions of Uzbekistan, these issues and problems are urgent, so the organization of high-speed train traffic was carried out on specialized passenger lines.

In international practice, there are two main directions for organizing speed and high-speed train traffic:

- reconstruction of existing railroads to organize mixed high-speed passenger and freight traffic with passenger train speeds of up to 250 km/h;
- construction of new high-speed lines to ensure passenger train service.

For the railroads of the Republic of Uzbekistan, these issues and problems are also relevant, so the issue of organizing high-speed traffic on specialized passenger lines is...
High-speed traffic of passenger trains is organized as a result of construction and reconstruction on the following railway sections:

- Construction and reconstruction of the double-track electrified Yangiyer-Dashtabad railway line for high-speed train traffic;
- Construction of the second track and reconstruction of the Dashtabad-Dzhizak railway section for high-speed train traffic.

The result of quantitative assessment of construction and reconstruction of railway sections for high-speed trains during the period of independence of Uzbekistan is shown in Figure 4.

The cost of one kilometer of construction and reconstruction of the double-track electrified railway line Yangiyer-Dzhizak was 3.77 million USD, and the construction of the second track and reconstruction of the Dashtabad-Dzhizak railway section, 1.61 million USD.

3.6 Main directions of scientific and technical development of construction production

The Development Strategy of the Transport System of the Republic of Uzbekistan for the period until 2035 shows the expansion of construction production and the dynamics of scientific and technological progress. The purpose of the Development Strategy is to improve the railway industry and increase the transport and transit potential of Uzbekistan.

Stable and sustainable development with the introduction of modern innovative technologies in the enterprises of JSC "Uzbekistan Temir Yullari" is a favorable condition for the development of the transport industry, as well as the entire economy of Uzbekistan.

At the moment, the railway industry must complete the implementation of previously planned projects, to provide for prospective, qualitative development to reach a higher level of functioning.

The gained experience in construction and operation of the railway infrastructure with the company's own funds and wide involvement of investments from both foreign and the Republic of Uzbekistan has made it possible to reach the world level during construction and operation of the new railway line Khairaton-Mazari-Sharif in the territory of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan.
Plans for the construction, reconstruction of railroads and conversion to high-speed train service must take into account the basic criteria for priority planned projects:
- strategic lines;
- geopolitical lines intended for the creation and development of international transport corridors;
- freight lines intended for the operation and exploitation of fields;
- passenger lines intended for passenger transportation increasing the mobility of the population.

The implementation of these projects will result in the creation of a unified transport network of railroads of the Republic of Uzbekistan, evenly develop the infrastructure of all regions of the country, create conditions for the stable growth of the state economy.

4 Conclusions

In Uzbekistan as a result of state policy in the transport sphere the large-scale work on construction and reconstruction of railway sections of development of regions of the country and effective integration into the world transportation space has been carried out.

For the last period there has been formed a single coherent system of railway transport communications, including large infrastructure projects on construction of new railway sections, construction and reconstruction of railway sections for speed and high-speed trains traffic, implemented for the years of independence.

Analysis of indicators of construction and reconstruction of railway sections during the period of independence of the country. Thus, the cost of one kilometer makes from 0.8 to 11 million USD, reconstruction-from 0.54 to 2.23 million USD, depending on region and conditions of building.

The implementation of planned projects, qualitative development to reach a higher level of functioning with the introduction of innovative technologies allows the creation of a unified transport network of railroads of the Republic of Uzbekistan.
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